Abstract. We prove that the chromatic symmetric function of any n-vertex tree containing a vertex of degree d ≥ log 2 n + 1 is not e-positive, that is, not a positive linear combination of elementary symmetric functions. Generalizing this, we also prove that the chromatic symmetric function of any n-vertex graph containing a cut vertex whose deletion disconnects the graph into d ≥ log 2 n + 1 connected components is not e-positive. Furthermore we prove that any n-vertex bipartite graph, including all trees, containing a vertex of degree greater than ⌈ n 2 ⌉ is not Schur-positive, namely not a positive linear combination of Schur functions.
Introduction
The generalization of the chromatic polynomial, known as the chromatic symmetric function, was introduced by Stanley in 1995 [22] and has seen a resurgence of interest and activity recently. Much of this has centred around trying to resolve the 1995 conjecture of Stanley [22, Conjecture 5 .1] and its equivalent incarnation [24, Conjecture 5.5] , which states that if a poset is (3 + 1)-free, then its incomparability graph is a nonnegative linear combination of elementary symmetric functions, that is, e-positive. The study of chromatic symmetric function e-positivity [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 14, 27] , and related Schur-positivity [9, 20, 21, 23] , is also an active area due to connections to the representation theory of the symmetric and general linear group.
Many partial results regarding chromatic symmetric functions have been obtained such as when the graph involved is the path or the cycle [6, 22, 27] , when the graph is formed from complete graphs [3, 11, 14] , or when a graph avoids another [7, 10, 13, 25] . These proofs have not always worked directly with the chromatic symmetric function. Instead, sometimes generalizations of the chromatic symmetric function have been employed such as to quasisymmetric functions [3, 14, 21] and noncommutative symmetric functions [11] .
Another research avenue that has seen activity is to determine whether two nonisomorphic trees can have the same chromatic symmetric function [1, 2, 15, 17, 18, 19] . The data for up to 29 vertices [15] shows that two trees T 1 , T 2 have the same chromatic symmetric function if and only if T 1 and T 2 are isomorphic. Further evidence towards this includes that for T 1 and T 2 to have the same chromatic symmetric function they must have the same number of vertices, edges and matchings, and many of these results have been collected together in [19] .
In this paper, we meld these two avenues and discover criteria on trees and graphs with cut vertices that ensure they are not e-positive or not Schur-positive. In particular, we discover a trove of trees that are not e-positive, supporting Stanley's observation from 1995 [22, p 187 ] that a tree is likely only to be e-positive "by accident". More precisely, this paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2 we review the necessary notions before reducing the graphs we need to study to spiders in Subsection 2.1. In Section 3 we study the e-positivity of spiders including showing that a spider with at least three legs of odd length is not e-positive in Corollary 3.3. We also show that if the length of each spider leg is less than half the total number of vertices, then the spider is not e-positive in Lemma 3.5 and generalize this to trees and graphs in Theorem 4.2. In Lemma 3.8, Theorem 3.10 and Theorem 3.12, we show that if a spider is not e-positive, then we can create infinitely many more spiders from it that are not e-positive. Meanwhile Lemmas 3.13, 3.15 and 3.18 give divisibility criteria on the total number of vertices, which ensure in Proposition 3.20 that the spider is not e-positive. Applying these results on spiders yields our most general result, the following, given in Theorem 4.1.
Theorem. If G is an n-vertex connected graph with a cut vertex whose deletion produces a graph with d ≥ 3 connected components such that d ≥ log 2 n + 1 then G is not e-positive.
We show the utility of our results in Example 4.3, where we easily classify when a windmill graph W d n for d ≥ 1, n ≥ 1 is e-positive. In Section 5 we turn our attention to Schur-positivity, proving the following in Theorem 5.3.
Theorem. If G is an n-vertex bipartite graph with a vertex of degree greater than ⌈ n 2 ⌉, then G is not Schur-positive.
Finally, in Section 6 we conclude with two captivating conjectures on the e-positivity of trees.
Background
In order to describe our results, let us first recall the necessary combinatorics and algebra. We say a partition λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ ℓ(λ) ) of N, denoted by λ ⊢ N, is a list of positive integers whose parts λ i satisfy λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ ℓ(λ) > 0 and
If we have j parts equal to i then we often denote this by i j . Related to every partition λ is its transpose,
), which is the partition of N obtained from λ by setting
. Given a graph G with vertex set V G and edge set E G , we say that G is an n-vertex graph, or has size n, if |V G | = n. We say that a connected graph G contains a cut vertex if there exists a vertex v ∈ V G such that the deletion of v and its incident edges yields a graph G ′ with more than one connected component. A connected partition C of an n-vertex graph G is a partitioning of its vertex set V G into {V 1 , . . . , V k } such that each induced subgraph formed by the vertices in each subset V i only is a connected graph. The type of a connected partition C is the partition of n formed from sorting the sizes of each set V i in decreasing order. We say G has a connected partition of type λ if and only if there exists a connected partition of G of type λ, and is missing a connected partition of type λ otherwise.
Example 2.1. Consider the n-vertex star S n for n ≥ 4, consisting of a single vertex connected to n − 1 vertices of degree 1. The star S 4 is below.
The graph S n has a connected partition of type λ if and only if λ = (k, 1 n−k ) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Examples of connected partitions for S 4 of type (4), (3, 1) , (2, 1 2 ) and (1 4 ) are below.
Thus S n is missing a connected partition of type (n − 2, 2) for n ≥ 4. For example, S 4 is missing a connected partition of type (2, 2).
We say that an n-vertex graph G has a perfect matching if it has a connected partition of type (2 n 2 ) and an almost perfect matching if it has a connected partition of type (2 n−1 2 , 1). Classically stated, a graph G has a perfect matching if there exists a subset of its edges M ⊆ E G , such that every vertex in the graph is incident to exactly one edge in M. Similarly G has an almost perfect matching if there exists a vertex v ∈ V G whose deletion, along with its incident edges, yields a graph G ′ that has a perfect matching. Graphs that will be of particular interest to us will be trees, namely connected graphs with no cycles. Recall that degree 1 vertices in trees are called leaves, and that a disjoint union of trees is called a forest. Two types of tree that will be crucial to our results are paths and spiders. Recall that the path P n of length n where n ≥ 1 is the n-vertex tree with n − 2 vertices of degree 2, and 2 leaves, for n ≥ 2 or a single vertex for n = 1. Meanwhile, given a partition λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ d ) ⊢ n − 1 where d ≥ 3, the spider
is the n-vertex tree consisting of d disjoint paths P λ 1 , . . . , P λ d (each respectively called a leg of length λ i for 1 ≤ i ≤ d) and a vertex (called the centre) joined to a leaf in each path. Extending this notation, S(i, λ) is the (n + i)-vertex spider with legs of length i, λ 1 , . . . , λ d .
Example 2.2. The n-vertex star S n for n ≥ 4 is also the spider S(1 n−1 ). The 7-vertex spider S(4, 1, 1) is below.
We now turn to the algebra we will need. The algebra of symmetric functions is a subalgebra of Q[[x 1 , x 2 , . . .]] that can be defined as follows. The i-th elementary symmetric function e i for i ≥ 1 is given by
and given a partition λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ ℓ(λ) ) the elementary symmetric function e λ is given by
The algebra of symmetric functions, Λ, is then the graded algebra
Moreover, the elementary symmetric functions form a basis for Λ. Perhaps the most studied basis of Λ is the basis of Schur functions. For a partition λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ ℓ(λ) ), the Schur function s λ is given by
where if λ t i − i + j < 0 then e λ t i −i+j = 0. If a symmetric function can be written as a nonnegative linear combination of elementary symmetric functions then we say it is e-positive, and likewise if a symmetric function can be written as a nonnegative linear combination of Schur functions then we say it is Schurpositive. Although not clear from (2.1), it is a classical result that any e-positive symmetric function is Schur-positive, however Example 2.4 shows that the converse does not hold.
However, the symmetric functions that we will focus on will be the chromatic symmetric function of a graph, which is reliant on a graph that is finite and simple and we will assume that our graphs satisfy these properties from now on. Given a graph, G, with vertex set V G a proper colouring κ of G is a function
. Then the chromatic symmetric function is defined as follows.
Definition 2.3. [22, Definition 2.1] For an n-vertex graph G with vertex set V G = {v 1 , . . . , v n }, the chromatic symmetric function is defined to be
where the sum is over all proper colourings κ of G.
For succinctness, if we say that a graph G is e-positive or Schur-positive, then we mean that X G is e-positive or Schur-positive, respectively. The following result gives us one way to test whether a graph is e-positive, and will be vital in many of our proofs. Hence, to prove that a graph G is not e-positive, it suffices to find a partition µ such that G is missing a partition of type µ. In particular, we get the following. Theorem 2.6. Let G be a connected graph. If G has no perfect matching (if its size n is even) or no almost perfect matching (if its size n is odd), then G is not e-positive. In particular, let T be a tree. If T has no perfect matching (if its size n is even) or no almost perfect matching (if its size n is odd), then T is not e-positive.
It is also known when a tree has a perfect matching by the following specialization of Tutte's Theorem on graphs with perfect matchings [26] .
Lemma 2.7. Let T be a tree. Then T has a perfect matching if and only if for every vertex v, the deletion of v and its incident edges produces a forest with exactly one connected component with an odd number of vertices.
As an example, we use the two theorems above to test the star to see in two ways that it is not e-positive.
Example 2.8. The n-vertex star S n for n ≥ 4 is not e-positive since it is missing a connected partition of type (n − 2, 2) by Example 2.1. It is also not e-positive since it is missing a connected partition of type (2 n 2 ) for n even and (2 n−1 2 , 1) for n odd.
Note, however, that the converse of Theorem 2.5 and of Theorem 2.6 is false since the spider S(4, 1, 1) is not e-positive by Example 2.4 and yet has a connected partition of every type.
2.1. The reduction to spiders. The next two lemmas allow us to reduce our study of connected graphs to the study of spiders. For ease of notation in the proof of the next lemma, in the i th leg of a spider, which has λ i vertices, label the vertices by {s i,1 , . . . , s i,λ i } where s i,1 is the vertex connected to the centre, s i,λ i is a leaf, and there are edges between each s i,j and
Lemma 2.9. Let T be a tree with a vertex of degree d ≥ 3, and let v be any such vertex. Let (t 1 , . . . , t d ) be the partition whose parts denote the sizes of the subtrees (T 1 , . . . , T d ) rooted at each vertex adjacent to v. If T has a connected partition of type µ, then the spider S = S(t 1 , . . . , t d ) has a connected partition of type µ as well.
Proof. Let C = {V 1 , . . . , V k } be a connected partition of T of type µ. We will work towards constructing a connected partition of S of type µ. Without loss of generality, suppose v ∈ V 1 . Since T is a tree, no subset in C contains vertices from two different subtrees unless vertex v is also included. Therefore, all subsets in C except possibly V 1 contain vertices from one subtree only. Hence, let V 1 contains n i vertices from subtree T i for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, and let T i ⊂ C denote the sets in the partition with vertices in subtree T i only. Notice that each T i contains t i − n i vertices.
A connected partition {W 1 , . . . , W k } of the same type µ in S may now be formed as follows. Let 
be the partition formed from the size of each set in T i . Since a path may be decomposed into a connected partition of any type, in particular, a connected partition of type ν i can be formed from a path of length t i −n i . Hence, the result follows.
In fact, the above argument can be generalized as follows.
Lemma 2.10. Let G be a connected graph with a cut vertex v whose deletion produces a graph with connected components (C 1 , . . . , C d ) with d ≥ 3. Let (c 1 , . . . , c d ) be the partition whose parts denote the sizes of each of these connected components. If G has a connected partition of type µ, then the spider S = S(c 1 , . . . , c d ) has a connected partition of type µ as well.
Proof. Suppose C is a connected partition of G of type µ. By assumption that v is a cut vertex, any path between w, u in distinct connected components C i and C j passes through v, for otherwise the deletion of v would not leave C i and C j as distinct connected components. Hence, there are no edges between any distinct C i and C j . The proof then proceeds as before in Lemma 2.9 as C contains exactly one set V 1 including the vertex v and possibly some other vertices in (C 1 , . . . , C d ), and every other set V i in C contains vertices from exactly one connected component C j .
The e-positivity of spiders
We now work towards our first result on spiders by classifying when they have perfect and almost perfect matchings, for which we will need the following straightforward observation.
Observation 3.1. A path, P n , has a perfect matching if and only if n is even.
With this observation we can now classify when a spider has a perfect or almost perfect matching. Proof. Suppose a spider S has a perfect matching. The deletion of the centre of S produces a union of disjoint paths, and exactly one of these paths must have odd length by Lemma 2.7. Conversely, if S has exactly one leg of odd length, by matching the centre to its neighbour in that leg, a perfect matching exists by Observation 3.1 since the deletion of these vertices and their incident edges then produces a set of disjoint paths, each of even length. Now suppose a spider S has an almost perfect matching so that there exists a vertex v ′ whose deletion results in a perfect matching. If the deletion of the centre produces a graph with a perfect matching, all legs in S have even length, by Observation 3.1. Otherwise, v ′ was in one of the legs L. Hence, unless the centre had degree 3 and v ′ was adjacent to it, the deletion of v ′ produces a spider S ′ with an even number of vertices and a path of even length, which may have 0 vertices. Notice that an odd number of vertices in total was deleted from S to form S ′ . Hence, if the leg L in S ′ now has odd length, then every other leg in S had even length by the first part. Therefore, all legs in S had even length as an odd number of vertices was deleted from L to form S ′ . Otherwise, if the leg L in S ′ now has even length, then some other leg in S ′ has odd length by the first part, and so as an odd number of vertices was deleted from L to form S ′ , S originally had 2 legs of odd length. In the case where v ′ is adjacent to a degree 3 centre, the deletion of v ′ produces two disjoint paths of even length. Hence, in this case, S had exactly 2 legs of odd length. This is because one of the paths of even length must consist of 2 legs and the centre, so one of the legs must be of odd length. Furthermore, the other path of even length must be a path of length one less than the remaining third leg, due to the deletion of v ′ , so the third leg must be of odd length.
For the converse, if S has no legs of odd length, then the deletion of the centre produces a disjoint union of paths with even length, which has a perfect matching by Observation 3.1. If S has 2 legs of odd length, the the deletion of the leaf in exactly one of those legs produces a spider with exactly one leg of odd length, which has a perfect matching by the first part. Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.6. In particular, if we have an n-vertex spider, then a connected partition of type (2 n 2 ) for n even or (2 n−1 2 , 1) for n odd, is missing.
However, it is not only the parity of the legs that can determine the e-positivity of a spider, but also the length of the legs. Example 3.7. If λ = (2, 2, 1, 1) ⊢ 6 then m = 2 and S(2, 2, 1, 1), below, is missing a connected partition of type (4, 3) . It is concretely not e-positive since X S(2,2,1,1) contains the term −7e (4, 3) by the above remark.
For our next three results we construct larger spiders that are not e-positive and have been created from smaller ones. Hence, our focus will temporarily not be on the total number of vertices, n, but on the number of vertices in an initial set of legs.
To aid comprehension, we give an example before the proof. Proof. We will try to construct a connected partition of type (N, µ) and find this is impossible. Suppose V 1 is a connected component in a connected partition of S = S(i + N, λ) with N vertices. Let L ′ denote the vertices that are part of the leg of length i + N in S and L k denote the vertices that are part of the leg of length λ k in S.
If V 1 does not contain any vertex from L ′ , V 1 must contain the centre as each set L k by assumption has less than or equal to N − 1 vertices. As V 1 must contain the centre and furthermore cannot contain all N + 1 vertices in the subtree S(λ) in S, the deletion of V 1 and its incident edges produces an isolated vertex. Therefore, a connected partition of type µ cannot be formed from S with all vertices in V 1 deleted, as each part of µ has size greater than or equal to 2 by assumption.
Hence, V 1 must contain some vertices from L ′ . If V 1 contained some vertex in some L k as well, it must contain the centre since V 1 is connected. Once again, since the subtree S(λ) has N + 1 vertices and V 1 contains the centre, V 1 cannot contain the subtree S(λ) entirely and the deletion of V 1 from S then produces at least two connected components where one of them is a path with less than or equal to m vertices. Hence, a connected partition of type µ cannot be formed from the remaining graph as each part has size greater than or equal to m + 1.
Thus, V 1 must contain either the centre and vertices from L ′ only, or vertices from L ′ only. If V 1 contains the centre and vertices from L ′ only, then, as in the previous paragraph, the deletion of V 1 from S then produces at least two connected components where one of them is a path with less than or equal to m vertices. Hence, a connected partition of type µ cannot be formed from the remaining graph as each part has size greater than or equal to m + 1.
Therefore, V 1 must contain vertices from L ′ only, which form an induced path of length N. Upon deleting V 1 and its incident edges, the graph G j formed is the disjoint union of S(j, λ) and a path of length i − j for some 0 ≤ j ≤ i. However, if G j had a connected partition of type µ for some j, this contradicts the assumption that S(i, λ) was missing a connected partition of type µ, since any G j can be formed by first deleting an edge from the length i path in S(i, λ).
As we have exhausted all possibilities for V 1 and |V 1 | = N, then S(i + N, λ) is missing a connected partition of type (N, µ), and hence it is not e-positive by Theorem 2.5.
We now come to a substantial way to create families of spiders that are missing a connected partition.
Theorem 3.10. Let λ ⊢ N and m be the maximum of the parts of λ. If max(2m−N +1, 0) ≤ i < N, then the spider S(i + Na, λ) is not e-positive for every integer a ≥ 0. In particular, the spider S(i + Na, λ) is missing a connected partition of type µ where
Proof. Note that if a spider is missing a connected partition then it is not e-positive by Theorem 2.5. Hence, we now proceed to find a missing connected partition in all cases. Before we do this, observe that if λ = (N), so m = N, then no such i exists. Thus assume that λ ⊢ N with at least 2 parts. We will now study two cases, m ≤ i and i < m. In each case we will study the spider S(i, λ) before drawing our desired conclusions about S(i + Na, λ).
For the first case, if 1 ≤ m ≤ i < N, then 2m − N + 1 ≤ m since m ≤ N − 1, so our condition on i is trivially satisfied. Also note that all legs in the spider S(i, λ) have length less than ⌊ i+N +1 2 ⌋. This is because there are i + N + 1 vertices in total and
Hence, by Lemma 3.5, since i is the maximum of the parts of λ and i, the spider S(i, λ) is missing a connected partition of type (N, i+1). Hence, by Lemma 3.8 since m+1 ≤ i+1 ≤ N, by assumption, we have that S(i+N, λ) is missing a connected partition of type (N, N, i+1). Consequently, S(i + Na, λ) is missing a connected partition of type (N a+1 , i + 1), since if not then (a − 1) connected components with N vertices would have to be contained in the leg of length i + Na (this is because otherwise one of these connected components with N vertices would consist of the centre vertex connected to N − 1 other vertices, which could not yield a connected partition of type (N a+1 , i + 1) since i ≥ m). However, this would imply that S(i + N, λ) is not missing a connected partition of type (N, N, i + 1), a contradiction. An alternative approach for finding a missing connected partition is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.13. Suppose S = S(λ 1 , . . . , λ d ) is an n-vertex spider with (λ 1 , . . . , λ d ) a partition,
, and with λ 2 ≥ 2. Let n = q(λ 2 + 1) + r where 0 ≤ r < λ 2 + 1, and r = qd ′ + r ′ where 0 ≤ r ′ < q. If λ 2 ≥ 3, or if λ 2 = 2 and q ≥ 3, then S is missing a connected partition of type
Proof. Suppose S has a connected partition C of type (λ 2 +d ′ +2) r ′ (λ 2 +d ′ +1) q−r ′ . Consider the set V 1 ∈ C containing the leaf on a leg of length λ 2 . Since every set in C must contain at least λ 2 + 1 vertices, V 1 contains the centre, and hence also all legs of length less than or equal to λ 2 since all sets in the connected partition have size greater than λ 2 .
Hence, since λ 2 ≤ λ 3 + · · · + λ d ,
However, we claim that 1 + 2λ 2 > λ 2 + d ′ + 2. This is because
by assumption that
Otherwise if λ 2 = 2, then λ 2 λ 2 −1 = 2 < q when q ≥ 3. Therefore, in either case,
which implies that d ′ < λ 2 − 1 by dividing both sides by q. Adding λ 2 + 2 to both sides shows that 1 + 2λ 2 > λ 2 + d ′ + 2, which contradicts that C is a connected partition of the desired type as V 1 does not contain
Example 3.14. Let S = S(8, 2, 2, 1). Since 8 ≥ 2+2+1 and 2 ≤ 2+1, and n = 14 = 4(3)+2, the conditions of Lemma 3.13 are met. Since 2 = 4(0) + 2, S is missing a connected partition of type (λ 2 + 2) 2 (λ 2 + 1) 2 = (4, 4, 3, 3).
We now will generalize Lemma 3.13 and then bound the number of vertices before giving our key result on the e-positivity of a spider. where 0 ≤ r ′ < q. Then S is missing a connected partition of type
Proof. Suppose S has a connected partition C of the desired type. Consider the set V 1 ∈ C containing the leaf on a leg of length λ i . Since every set in C must contain at least λ i + 1 vertices, V 1 contains the centre, and hence also all legs of length less than or equal to λ i since all sets in the connected partition have size greater than λ i . Hence, since λ i ≤ λ i+1 + · · ·+ λ d ,
However, we claim that
≤ 2, and repeatedly using the condition that λ j > λ j+1 + · · · + λ d , for all j < i gives
and so q ≥ 2 i−1 ≥ 4 > 2 since i ≥ 3. This implies that 1 + 2λ i > λ i + d ′ + 2 as in the proof of Lemma 3.13, which contradicts that C is a connected partition of the desired type as V 1 does not contain
Proof. For (a), if the partition (λ 1 , . . . , λ d ) satisfies the conditions stated, then we claim that
This is true for i = 1 by assumption. Next, assuming by induction that
Hence, the total number of vertices n satisfies
This is true for i = 2 since λ d−2 ≥ 3 from the conditions given. Next, assuming by induction that this holds for all 2 ≤ j < i,
Hence, the total number of vertices n, by considering the centre and lengths of each leg, satisfies
We now arrive at our most general result on the e-positivity of spiders.
Theorem 3.17. Suppose S = S(λ 1 , . . . , λ d ) is an n-vertex spider with a vertex of degree
Then S is missing a connected partition of some type µ, and hence is not e-positive.
Proof. By Lemma 3.16(a), either
For the first case, if λ 1 < λ 2 + · · · + λ d , then Lemma 3.5 provides a missing connected partition. For the second case, if , then S is missing a connected partition of type
Proof. Suppose S has a connected partition C of the desired type. Consider the set V 1 ∈ C containing the leaf on a leg of length λ i . Since every set in C must contain at least λ i + 1 vertices, V 1 contains the centre, and hence also all legs of length less than or equal to λ i since all sets in the connected partition have size greater than λ i . Hence, 
by the assumption on the value of the quotient q. Hence, 1 + λ i + t > λ i + d ′ + 2, which contradicts that C is a connected partition of the desired type as
Hence, if λ i+1 , . . . , λ d are fixed, then for sufficiently large values of the sum λ 1 + · · · + λ i , the spider S(λ 1 , . . . , λ d ) will be missing a connected partition of some type. , we have that S(λ) is missing a connected partition of type (6 + 1 + 2) 2 (6 + 1 + 1) = (9, 9, 8).
To end this section, we collect together the various latter lemmas on missing partitions of various types and draw the following conclusion on e-positivity, which is immediate by Theorem 2.5. 
The e-positivity of trees and cut vertices
We can now use our results from the previous section in conjunction with Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 to deduce criteria for e-positivity of trees and graphs in general.
Theorem 4.1. If G is an n-vertex connected graph with a cut vertex whose deletion produces a graph with d ≥ 3 connected components such that
In particular, if T is an n-vertex tree with a vertex of degree d ≥ 3 such that
then T is not e-positive.
Proof. For the first part, by Lemma 2.10 and Theorem 3.17 every such n-vertex graph is missing a connected partition of some type, and hence is not e-positive by Theorem 2.5. For the second part we can either repeat the above argument but this time using Lemma 2.9 instead of Lemma 2.10, or we can note that if we delete a vertex of degree d from a tree, then d connected components remain.
As a simple example, every tree with 1000 vertices that contains a vertex of degree 11 or more is not e-positive. In fact, we can use every result from the previous section on spiders that involves a missing connected partition to obtain a result on trees, cut vertices and e-positivity. We illustrate this using Lemma 3.5.
Theorem 4.2. If G is an n-vertex connected graph with a cut vertex whose deletion produces a graph with connected components C 1 , . . . , C d such that d ≥ 3 and
In particular, if T is an n-vertex tree with a vertex for degree d ≥ 3 whose deletion produces subtrees T 1 , . . . , T d and
Proof. For the first part, by Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 3.5 every such n-vertex graph is missing a connected partition type (n − m − 1, m + 1) where
and hence is not e-positive by Theorem 2.5. For the second part we can either repeat the above argument but this time using Lemma 2.9 instead of Lemma 2.10, or we can note that if we delete a vertex of degree d from a tree, then d connected components remain.
As a more meaningful example, we will now classify when a windmill graph is e-positive. 
The Schur-positivity of bipartite graphs
While e-positivity implies Schur-positivity, it is possible for a graph to be Schur-positive but not e-positive, for example the spider S(4, 1, 1) from Examples 2.2 and 2.4.
Again we can determine whether trees or certain graphs are not Schur-positive using a vertex degree criterion, but this time we will need the dominance order on partitions, bipartite graphs, and stable partitions.
For the first of these, recall that given two partitions of N, λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ ℓ(λ) ) and µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ ℓ(µ) ), we say that λ dominates µ, denoted by λ ≥ dom µ if
For the second of these, recall that a graph G is bipartite if there exists a proper colouring of G with 2 colours. For the third of these, we say a stable partition of an n-vertex graph G is a partitioning of its vertex set V into sets {V 1 , . . . , V k } such that every set V i in the partitioning is an independent set, namely no edge e ∈ E G exists between any v 1 , v 2 ∈ V i . The type of a stable partition is the partition of n formed by sorting the sizes of each set V i in decreasing order. We say G has a stable partition of type λ if and only if there exists a stable partition of G of type λ, and is missing a stable partition of type λ otherwise.
Example 5.1. Consider again the n-vertex star S n for n ≥ 4. The graph S n has a stable partition of type (n − 1, 1) but is missing a stable partition of type (n − 2, 2).
Stable partitions are intimately related to the Schur-positivity of a graph via the following result.
Theorem 5.2. [23, Proposition 1.5] Suppose an n-vertex graph G has a stable partition of type λ ⊢ n. If G is Schur-positive, then G has a stable partition of type µ for every µ ≤ dom λ.
This in turn yields a criterion for when a graph is not Schur-positive that is dependent on vertex degrees. Theorem 5.3. If G is an n-vertex bipartite graph with a vertex of degree greater than ⌈ n 2 ⌉, then G is not Schur-positive.
In particular, if T is an n-vertex tree with a vertex of degree greater than ⌈ n 2 ⌉, then T is not Schur-positive.
Proof. For the first part, let G be an n-vertex bipartite graph with a vertex v of degree d > ⌈ n 2 ⌉. By assumption that G is bipartite, there is a proper colouring of G with two colours. Call these colours red and black, and note that (V 1 , V 2 ) where V 1 is the set of the vertices coloured red and V 2 is the set of vertices coloured black is a stable partition of V G . The type of this stable partition will be a partition (m, n − m) where m > ⌈ ⌉ vertices adjacent to v must be assigned a different colour from the colour of v by assumption.
⌉, it is not Schur-positive, and hence again not e-positive, since e-positivity implies Schurpositivity.
Further avenues
A natural avenue to pursue is to tighten the bound in Theorem 3.17, and to this end we conjecture the following, which has been checked for all trees with up to 12 vertices. Conjecture 6.1. If T is an n-vertex tree with a vertex of degree d ≥ 4, then T is not e-positive.
Towards this one can use our techniques to check that certain families of spiders are missing a particular type of partition. However, so far these results have been local to the family of spiders being studied, and there does not seem to exist a natural global type of partition that is missing. Moreover, as noted just before Lemma 3.18, there exist spiders that may not be e-positive but still have a connected partition of every type, such as S (6, 4, 1, 1) .
In this case we can prove that the family of spiders S(r, s, 1, 1) is not e-positive by first noting that if r or s is odd then S(r, s, 1, 1) is not e-positive by Corollary 3.3. If r and s are even then we can prove this by using the triple-deletion rule of Orellana-Scott [19, Theorem 3.1] , and generalized to k-deletion by the first and third authors [6, Proposition 5] , to express X S(r,s,1,1) as a linear combination of chromatic symmetric functions of unions of paths. From here, by using the formula of Wolfe [27, Theorem 3.2] for expressing X Pn as a linear combination of elementary symmetric functions we can show that if r = 2k and s = 2ℓ then [e (3,2 k+ℓ ) ]X S(r,s,1,1) = −2(r + s) + 7, which is negative when r ≥ 2 and s ≥ 2. This technique can also be used to show that S(r, 1, 1) for r ≥ 3 has [e (r−1,2 2 ) ]X S(r,1,1) = −(r − 1). For example, returning to Example 2.4, note the term −3e (3,2 2 ) in X S(4,1,1) . Direct calculation yields that S (1, 1, 1) is not e-positive but S(2, 1, 1) is e-positive, and hence deducing that S(r, 1, 1) for r ≥ 3 is not e-positive supports Stanley's statement [22, p 187] that S(2, 1, 1 ) is e-positive "by accident". Meanwhile, regarding Schur-positivity, we believe that the bound in Theorem 5.3 cannot be improved. This is implied by the following conjecture, which has been checked for all trees with up to 19 vertices, and with which we end. Conjecture 6.2. For all n ≥ 2, there exists an n-vertex tree with a vertex of degree ⌈ n 2 ⌉ that is Schur-positive.
